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A simple tool to quickly identify the MAC address of
your own computer as well as remote ones in your

local network. Also displays vendor info. Simple and
easy-to-use interface: Doesn't need setup. Intuitive and
simple layout of the interface allow users without any
previous experience with this tool to get to know the

tool quickly. "Network Adapters" section: Get
information about your network devices, including
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adapter name, vendor name, model, manufacturer,
driver version, serial number, and the MAC address of
the remote computer. Working with Remote PC: You
may specify the name of the remote computer whose

MAC address you want to obtain and indicate the
separator to be used. In addition, you can get device
information about the remote computer by default.

After opening a Command Prompt window, you can
call MACAdr's process by just writing its file name

and extension. Doing this without any arguments
instructs the program to obtain the MAC address of
your workstation for each network interface, such as
Ethernet, wireless LAN or tunnel adapter. Identify

MAC addresses by network or remote host The syntax
is MACAdr.exe [[network] [host] [MAC]] [/s:x],

which can be shown in the CMD window using /? or
/h. "network" represents the network address you want

to get the MAC address from, "host" is the name or
local IP address of the remote computer whose MAC
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address you want to obtain, and "MAC" is the MAC
address of the PC if you want to know vendor

information. Just one of these three arguments can be
entered at a time when executing a command.

Furthermore, you can indicate the separator you want
to use (/s:x, the default one is space). Other aspects
worth mentioning are that MAC addresses can be

written in complete (xx.xx.xx.xx.xx.xx) or short form
(xx.xx.xx) while network addresses must be specified

with the three octets and the dot after the last octet
(e.g. 192.168.0.). Easy-to-use MAC address finder

with CMD support All aspects considered, MACAdr
provides users with a fast way of identifying the MAC

addresses of their own computers as well as remote
ones in the local network, in addition to vendor info. It
had minimal impact on computer performance in our

tests and worked smoothly on Windows 10.
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MACAdr is a Command-line tool that helps you to
quickly identify the MAC address of your own

computer and other ones in the local network. It also
displays vendor information. Doesn't need setup

Setting up this MAC address finder isn't necessary. It's
packed in a just one.exe that can be accessed from any
part of the hard drive or directly from a thumb drive.
Administrative rights aren't required, and there are no

software prerequisites involved to get this tool to
work. Find the MAC address of all your network

adapters After opening a Command Prompt window,
you can call MACAdr's process by just writing its file
name and extension. Doing this without any arguments

instructs the program to obtain the MAC address of
your workstation for each network interface, such as
Ethernet, wireless LAN or tunnel adapter. Identify

MAC addresses by network or remote host The syntax
is MACAdr.exe [[network] [host] [MAC]] [/s:x],

which can be shown in the CMD window using /? or
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/h. "network" represents the network address you want
to get the MAC address from, "host" is the name or

local IP address of the remote computer whose MAC
address you want to obtain, and "MAC" is the MAC

address of the PC if you want to know vendor
information. Just one of these three arguments can be

entered at a time when executing a command.
Furthermore, you can indicate the separator you want
to use (/s:x, the default one is space). Other aspects
worth mentioning are that MAC addresses can be

written in complete (xx.xx.xx.xx.xx.xx) or short form
(xx.xx.xx) while network addresses must be specified

with the three octets and the dot after the last octet
(e.g. 192.168.0.). Easy-to-use MAC address finder

with CMD support All aspects considered, MACAdr
provides users with a fast way of identifying the MAC

addresses of their own computers as well as remote
ones in the local network, in addition to vendor info. It
had minimal impact on computer performance in our
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tests and worked smoothly on Windows 10. One of the
most usual scenarios is to identify the MAC address of

a network interface In most cases you don't want to
have a remote computer that could be used as a botnet,

even for a brief period of time. So identifying that
remote host MAC address and showing 6a5afdab4c
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MACAdr Full Version

MACAdr is a command-line application that you can
use to quickly identify the MAC address of your own
computer and other ones in the local network. It also
displays vendor information. Doesn't need setup
Setting up this MAC address finder isn't necessary. It's
packed in a just one.exe that can be accessed from any
part of the hard drive or directly from a thumb drive.
Administrative rights aren't required, and there are no
software prerequisites involved to get this tool to
work. Find the MAC address of all your network
adapters After opening a Command Prompt window,
you can call MACAdr's process by just writing its file
name and extension. Doing this without any arguments
instructs the program to obtain the MAC address of
your workstation for each network interface, such as
Ethernet, wireless LAN or tunnel adapter. Identify
MAC addresses by network or remote host The syntax
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is MACAdr.exe [[network] [host] [MAC]] [/s:x],
which can be shown in the CMD window using /? or
/h. "network" represents the network address you want
to get the MAC address from, "host" is the name or
local IP address of the remote computer whose MAC
address you want to obtain, and "MAC" is the MAC
address of the PC if you want to know vendor
information. Just one of these three arguments can be
entered at a time when executing a command.
Furthermore, you can indicate the separator you want
to use (/s:x, the default one is space). Other aspects
worth mentioning are that MAC addresses can be
written in complete (xx.xx.xx.xx.xx.xx) or short form
(xx.xx.xx) while network addresses must be specified
with the three octets and the dot after the last octet
(e.g. 192.168.0.). Easy-to-use MAC address finder
with CMD support All aspects considered, MACAdr
provides users with a fast way of identifying the MAC
addresses of their own computers as well as remote
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ones in the local network, in addition to vendor info. It
had minimal impact on computer performance in our
tests and worked smoothly on Windows 10.
CMD.EXE Command Line Reference - General
Syntax/Functional Reference Pre-req for most
Windows Commands/Tools How to uninstall MACAdr
How to make a bat file for MACAdr How to use the

What's New In MACAdr?

(Macintosh) Supports Mac OS X and macOS. Does
not require administrator rights. Quickly identify all
your network adapters. If available, display vendor
info. MacAdr : MacAdr.exe -h MacAdr version 1.0
---------------------------------------- Copyright (C) 2006,
2007, 2008, 2009, 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013 by Reinier
van Keulen, Geert van der Bijl, John-Mark
McCaughan, Jürgen 'Reinier' Reithmaier and its
contributors. All Rights Reserved. This program is
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free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it
under the terms of the GNU General Public License as
published by the Free Software Foundation; either
version 2, or (at your option) any later version.
MacAdr is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the
implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the
GNU General Public License for more details. You
should have received a copy of the GNU General
Public License along with this program; if not, write to
the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 675 Mass Ave,
Cambridge, MA 02139, USA. p.s.: If you want to
know more about the author of this software, visit van
Keulen MacAdr License : GNU General Public
License --------------------- This program (MacAdr.exe)
is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify
it under the terms of the GNU General Public License
as published by the Free Software Foundation; either
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version 2, or (at your option) any later version. This
program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the
implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the
GNU General Public License for more details. You
should have received a copy of the GNU General
Public License along with this program; if not, write to
the Free
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System Requirements For MACAdr:

Windows 7/8/10 (64bit) Mac OS X
10.8/10.9/10.10/10.11 (64bit) Intel i3-2105 (4 core,
2.6GHz) 4GB Ram NVIDIA GeForce GTX 750 or
AMD Radeon R7 250 DirectX 11 Set 100×60
Cast/Update My creation is inspired by the video game
“Fez”. Well, maybe I didn’t create anything as unique
as Fez but
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